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Influencing the Modern in Brisbane:




Dr Gertrude Langer arrived quite by chance in Brisbane in 1939 as a refugee
from Hitler’s Europe. She was a young, elegant Austrian refugee with a PhD in
art history from the University of Vienna. After arriving in Australia, Gertrude
and her husband, Dr Karl Langer, had hoped to settle in Sydney, but Karl’s work
as an architect moved them on to Brisbane.1 Gertrude Langer would become an
important figure in Brisbane’s post-war art scene through her salon-style lectures,
art criticism and work with the Australia Council.2 She strongly believed that the
arts were an important part of a community, and for this reason became a champion
for the cause of contemporary art in Brisbane.
Langer was born into a wealthy Viennese family in 1908, and enjoyed a privi-
leged upbringing, frequently travelling to art centres throughout Europe with her
family. Through her early studies with Josef Strzygowski in the History of Art at
the University of Vienna, and later studies with Henri Fosse´on at the Sorbonne
in Paris, she developed her attitudes towards art and teaching. Langer followed
Strzygowski’s method of insisting that the student acquire an overall knowledge of
the world of art, from prehistoric art and Asian art to the moderns, before choos-
ing to specialise. A commitment to contemporary art and a wide knowledge of art
were the basic attitudes that characterised Langer’s engagement with Brisbane’s art
world from 1941, when she began giving salon-style art history lectures from her
home in Coronation Drive, Toowong.3
The Langers were able to live relatively comfortably, as they had been able to
escape Austria with many treasured possessions including their comprehensive art
library. As an art student in Europe, Langer had travelled widely and had an inti-
mate understanding of early twentieth-century artistic developments in Europe. In
Brisbane, Langer began by presenting series of lectures in art history and apprecia-
tion around her dining room table. These lectures were presented over a set period
of ten weeks, either in the afternoon or at night, to her audience of housewives,
educators, professional men, art students and even secondary school students. In-
terestingly, although there were no professional positions in the arts available to
Langer in Brisbane, she considered her prospects for employment to be no worse
in Brisbane than they had been when she was a young woman graduate in Vienna
in the 1930s. No professional positions existed in Brisbane, but in Vienna all the
professional positions in art history were held by men, and Langer had resorted to
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delivering lectures in her home there before finally fleeing Austria. Writer Barbara
Blackman and artist Joy Roggenkamp credited her lectures with providing a new
way of looking at art and artists for Brisbane.4 Langer’s lectures might never have
influenced artistic life in Europe, yet by embarking on this course in Brisbane, she
profoundly affected the local art environment. However, although her lectures were
generally popular, her ideas about modernist art were not universally welcomed in
Brisbane’s cloistered art world, where successful artists were rarely — if ever —
challenged by criticism.
It was the apparent lack of participation of Brisbane in the cultural dialogue
about the artistic ideas that constituted modernism that created the persistent image
of the city as ‘an in-bred art world hemmed in by public philistinism’, as Robert
Hughes saw it in the Sydney Bulletin as late as 1963.5 Langer obviously shared
this view, as she contemplated what she described as the ‘artistic desert’ in which
she had arrived.6 However, she accepted her situation and created opportunities
where none existed. She brought the modern art world, with its multiplicity of
styles, to Brisbane by offering lectures in art history, inspiring the formation of the
Miya Studio, writing as an art critic for the Courier-Mail from 1953 and finally
becoming the inaugural president of the Queensland Branch of the Arts Council of
Australia in 1961.7
In her lectures, Langer spoke of the art systems that existed in Europe, and intro-
duced stories of artists’ groups such as Die Bru¨cke, a group of young architecture
students who set up an independent artists’ studio in a butcher’s shop in Dresden
because of their dissatisfaction with the state of German art early in the twentieth
century.8 In Brisbane, three young artists — Laurence Collinson, Pamela Seeman
and Laurence Hope — listened to these stories and saw similarities in their own
dissatisfaction with the anachronistic art perpetuated by the Royal Queensland Art
Society (RQAS). Collinson, Seeman and Hope were inspired by Langer’s lectures to
imagine an ‘as if’ culture, a fantasy of living as artists in a European context, and as
a result Miya Studio was formed in 1945 as Brisbane’s first modernist cooperative
art studio.9
The name Die Bru¨cke referred to that group’s perceived position as a bridge
between a Germanic past and the modern European present. Miya, an Aboriginal
word meaning ‘today’, references the goal of the Miya Studio: rather than per-
petuate the ‘gum tree school’, members would create works that were a worthy
reflection of modern post-war Brisbane.10 Like the Die Bru¨cke artists, the Miya
Studio created a working studio that resembled ‘that of a real bohemian, full of
paintings lying all over the place, drawings, books and artist’s materials — much
more like an artist’s romantic lodgings’.11 Shortly before the Miya Studio’s second
exhibition, Sue Catling wrote in the Courier-Mail of the bohemian tendencies of
the young artists in their studio in the Alexandra Building on Wickham Terrace,
and revealed that it was ‘surprisingly free from busts and casts’, props hitherto
considered essential in the training of artists.12 The Miya Studio artists, like those
of Die Bru¨cke, wanted to break away from academic artistic practices and create
art that reflected modern times. From the beginning, Langer actively encouraged
the young artists to stand up for their principles and supported them in whatever
way she could, even opening their first hastily convened exhibition in the basement
of the South Brisbane Town Hall. Miya Studio represented a change in Brisbane’s
artistic culture and, although the artists left no legacy of style — indeed, most had
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not yet formulated their own individual style before the group disbanded — they
did leave a legacy of an idea that it was possible in Brisbane to flourish as artists,
free of older, established institutions. For the first time, young art students began
to visualise a career for themselves as artists in Brisbane instead of having to move
to Sydney or to Melbourne.
Although she had no official role in Brisbane’s art world in the 1940s, Langer
maintained an active presence, attending art shows, delivering public lectures on
art and maintaining her salon lecture program. However, it was her appointment
as art critic for the Courier-Mail in 1953 that finally provided her with a forum
for the promotion of a local contemporary form of art. Langer was constantly
seeking evidence that Brisbane artists were moving towards personal interpretation
of a subject rather than merely recording factual appearances.13 She remained the
Courier-Mail art critic until her death in 1984. Karen Fisher has argued in her
2006 thesis, ‘From Vienna to Brisbane and a life of art: Dr Gertrude Langer’, that
an important facet of Gertrude Langer’s work was that she set out to ensure that
artists in Brisbane and their work were ‘taken seriously’ by the art public; to this
end, she worked towards creating a professional art scene in Brisbane.14
The role of Gertrude Langer, and her importance to the general development of
art in Brisbane in the 1940s, has been used to introduce this article in order to pro-
vide background for her role as a newspaper art critic. Underlying Brisbane’s 1940s
art scene was a conservative/traditionalist vs modernist/contemporary dichotomy
that was generally only exposed via newspaper art reviews. By tracing these reviews,
it is possible to show that conservative values in art were fostered within the com-
munity until Langer was able to use the review to actively promote an awareness
of contemporary values in art. While Langer’s insightful, but occasionally acer-
bic, reviews brought artists’ work to the attention of the public, she chose to use
her column as a public platform from which she could educate the Courier-Mail’s
readers, not only about modern art but also about what made good art.
This article takes as its focus Brisbane newspaper art criticism published in the
Courier-Mail between 1940 and1970 as a mediated evaluation of contemporary
art as it first appeared on public display. Brenson describes writing a newspaper
review as ‘putting yourself in the eye of the storm and writing in such a way
that you are at the same time describing the storm, getting your bearings and
trying to determine its course and shape’.15 The newspaper review reflects the
role of the then-dominant players in Brisbane’s art scene, such as artists’ groups
and, increasingly, individual artists exhibiting at local commercial galleries. The
newspaper art review was virtually the only form of art writing that was available
to local artists and critics, and had the potential to touch a broad cross-section
of people, shaping their views about art. In Brisbane in the 1940s and 1950s, one
of the principal tasks of the art critic was to review the annual exhibitions of the
RQAS, the Half Dozen Group of Artists (HDGA) and other artists’ groups. This
was always problematic. Not only were the exhibitions huge (around 230 works
per exhibition for the RQAS), but the standard of work varied enormously, from
that of amateur beginners to professional artists. Even for Gertrude Langer, the
most highly educated and experienced of Brisbane’s newspaper art critics, this was
not an easy task.
In the 1940s, Brisbane’s art gallery scene was still in its infancy, and local artists
had only very limited opportunities to show their work and to receive feedback
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in the form of criticism. To present their work to a viewing audience, artists had
the choices of being members of an artists’ group that held an annual exhibition,
or of approaching an agent or gallery about securing an independent show, or of
organising a solo show by themselves.16 Until John Cooper opened the Moreton
Galleries in 1946, Brisbane’s existing art galleries — including the Gainsborough
and the Centennial — did not run a continuous program of exhibitions throughout
the year. The establishment of the Moreton Galleries was a small step towards the
professionalisation of the local art scene that resulted in a heightened profile for
art in the city and an increase in the number of art reviews required. While in the
1940s artists’ groups, including the RQAS, HDGA and theMiya Studio, dominated
the exhibition scene of Brisbane, the 1950s and 1960s became the era of the solo
exhibition, complemented by a professional review. The dominance of the artists’
groups retreated in the face of professionally run commercial galleries such as the
Moreton and Johnstone Galleries, which became available to showcase the work of
local and national artists. Early newspaper art criticism provided valuable publicity
for an exhibition and reinforced broad community ideas about the value of art.
Traditionally, the newspaper art review was a minor piece of journalism that
required no particular training or knowledge. Prior to the appointment of Gertrude
Langer as the Courier-Mail’s art critic, art reviews were written by a variety of jour-
nalists, literary critics, music critics and even poets, but never by someone trained in
art. These reviewers included FirminMcKinnon, ElizabethWebb, Elizabeth Young,
Winifred Moore (journalist of women’s issues, and a student of Gertrude Langer),
poet Paul Grano and music critic Ernest Briggs. Their reviews ranged from work-
manlike descriptions of the work on show, to articles that attempted to analyse,
interpret and evaluate the work in order to inform a potential audience. With the
rise of regular solo or small-group shows in professionally run galleries, reviews
were required more frequently and developed away from exhibition commentary
towards broader discussions about art.
In his thesis, ‘Art criticism in Australia: 1970–1984’, John McAuliffe defines
the task of a critic ‘as interpreting and clarifying the meaning and structure’ of
the work under review.17 On the other hand, Michael Brenson, writing in Art
Criticism in 1987, suggests that a critic should maintain respect for the artist while
revealing what is ‘important in art’ and evaluating the artist’s contribution to the
greater story of art.18 While both of these aspects are important, criticism that
appears in newspapers is written for a general audience, and the real substance
of newspaper art criticism can best be summed up as providing an antidote for
the ‘vernacular glance’. This term, coined by art historian Brian O’Doherty in
1974, refers to the modern phenomenon of viewing an exhibition casually, with
eyes darting indiscriminately from object to object in an ineffectual effort to take
in the entire exhibition at once.19 The work of the critic is effectively to map
an exhibition for an audience, and thereby transform the vernacular glance into
an informed glance that is capable of discerning either meaning or emptiness in
the work on show. Although the early critics attempted to map exhibitions using
whatever skills were at their disposal, their opinions tended to reflect and reinforce
those of their readers.
Newspaper art reviews are not written for posterity, yet the reviews and the
responses they generated in the readers’ letters section of the newspaper are effec-
tively the only forms of discourse that remain as witness to the local art scene of
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Brisbane for the period 1940–70. Genocchio likens the selection of an art show for
review as the first act of legitimation of the art included in that show, based on the
perception that if a show is included for review, it is worthy of attention.20 Reviews
in the Courier-Mail appeared on page two of what was Brisbane’s only morning
daily newspaper. Occasionally, responses from both the artists and the public to
the reviews appeared in the reader’s letters section of the newspaper (also on page
two), but no evidence has been found to indicate that any prolonged debate was
effected.21
Firmin McKinnon had had a long career as a journalist and newspaper editor
with the Brisbane Courier, but was passed over for the position of editor with
the newly formed Courier-Mail in 1933. In the 1940s, he was a feature journalist,
writing travel articles, and literary and art reviews. McKinnon’s reviews of the
annual exhibitions of the RQAS and HDGA, as groups generally representing
establishment tastes in art, were supportive:
Art Society show is ‘Best ever’ — says Firmin McKinnon.
The best collection of pictures that has ever been presented by the Royal Queens-
land Art Society. That will be the general opinion of those who view the 230
exhibits at the City Hall gallery of the society’s 53rd annual exhibition . . . Some
local artists really have excellent work, but the blue ribbon goes to Lloyd Rees,
an old Brisbane boy, but now a well-known artist in Sydney, for a garden scene
in autumn light . . . Other first-class landscapes in oils are shown by William
Bustard, C. H. Lancaster, Hubert Jarvis, Melville Haysom and Frank Sherrin . . .
There are no modernist pictures in the exhibition, but probably even that fantas-
tic experiment has had a useful purpose in arousing artists to a sense of better
work.22
Nineteen artists were considered meritorious enough to be named in the
review — albeit mostly as suites of names — but parochial homage is paid to
Lloyd Rees, a local artist who was enjoying success in Sydney. McKinnon also
applauded the local ‘first class landscapes’ that were ‘notable for their composition
and draughtsmanship’, making special mention of the ‘strikingly realistic compo-
sition’ of ‘The jetty’ by Hubert Jarvis.23 His reference to the lack of ‘modernist
pictures’ suggests a sense of relief that he is confident his readers will share.
HDGA exhibitions were even more problematic for the reviewer in that a
wide range of art works, from embroidery to sculpture, were on show. However,
McKinnon typically expresses what he sees as the values of the local community:
Varied, interesting and satisfying; that is how most of those who see it will regard
the first annual exhibition of the Half Dozen Group now on view at the City
Hall Gallery . . . The modernist touch is supplied by Ann Ross’s decorative mural
panels, all full of life; and L. G. Shillam, who returned last year from Europe. Mr
Shillam’s imagination and fondness for abstract art, however, is best seen in his
carvings, not highly finished carvings as those of Mr Harvey, but just emergent
from the material.24
Interestingly, in this review (one month before the RQAS review), McKinnon
accepts the presence of ‘the modernist touch’ in some of the art works, citing Ross’s
mural panels as being ‘decorative’, and Leonard Shillam’s sculpture — although
‘not [as] highly finished’ as Mr Harvey’s — as worthy examples. Within the limits
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of being beautiful to look at and showing obvious skill in handling of materials,
the modern was acceptable to McKinnon. However, when confronted by the 1946
exhibition of the Miya Studio, McKinnon, while trying to maintain a supportive
stance, dismissed the artists’ modernist efforts with a proverbial shudder:
The second annual exhibition by students of the Miya Studio to be opened this
afternoon in the Canberra Gallery by Dr Gertrude Langer, is youthful in age
and youthful in behaviourism. There are a few promising efforts, notably those
by Pamela Seaman [sic: Seeman], K. E. Roggenkamp and Joy Roggenkamp, but
others are just distortions, revealing neither drawing nor colour harmony.25
McKinnon reveals paternalistic support for their ‘promising efforts’ but, char-
acteristically, his review reinforces the conservative and traditional views of the
community by suggesting that modernism, when exemplified by the skilful tech-
niques of Ross and Shillam, was acceptable, but that the distorted work of theMiya
Studio artists was not.
Gertrude Langer, on the other hand, sought something more than pure skill in
the handling of materials to produce a realistic representation of an object or scene.
She was looking for evidence of creativity in art, by which she meant originality of
ideas, solving problems in relation to the formal abstraction of shapes and personal
interpretation of the subject by the artist. While reviewing the abundant mixture
of good, bad but mostly indifferent work that characterised the large exhibitions
was never easy, Langer consistently looked for evidence that artists were creatively
embracing contemporary ideas. In her first review of an RQAS exhibition in 1953,
she found:
A conventional approach still prevails, but it is pleasing to note that at least some
of the artists are facing up to contemporary problems in painting . . . Melville
Haysom, in his painting, ‘Air, Earth, Water’, as seen from 4000 ft. exploits new
possibilities of extracting an interesting pattern from impressions gained in air
travel.26
The difference between Langer’s review and the earlier reviews by McKinnon is
that Langer is able, as the result of her specialist art education, to comment on how
successfully artists negotiated artistic problems such as the treatment of space or
the extraction of abstract forms from the subject, while McKinnon was restricted
to generalities about overall composition and colour harmonies.
Although the HDGA prided itself on being a more contemporary group than the
RQAS, the modernist influence often seemed just as elusive.27 In her 1953 review,
although Langer refers to the pleasant impression created by the exhibition, it is
the daring work of Margaret Cilento that is highlighted:
The most startling picture is Margaret Cilento’s ‘Sunday Afternoon,’ a large
mural-like oil in which daring primary colours are superimposed on a strongly
patterned area. The influence of French contemporaries is obvious.28
In this review, Langer sets herself apart from a general audience by confi-
dently declaring that the influence of ‘French contemporaries is obvious’. The
influence would not have been ‘obvious’ to the majority of her readers, as the
annual exhibitions provided many citizens with their only art experiences. This is
no friendly discussion about art between equals, as was the case with McKinnon;
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because of her training, Langer can confidently assume a didactic role, asserting the
importance of the ‘primary colours . . . on a strongly patterned area’ to the success
of the painting. While Langer was asking her audience to look critically, rather than
passively, at the work on show, many saw it simply as bias towards contemporary
style.29 When Langer reviewed the RQAS and HDGA exhibitions, she rarely used
artistic jargon in deference to her general audience. However, Langer would later
assume a more educated tone when reviewing the exhibitions of the Contemporary
Art Society.
The Queensland branch of the Contemporary Art Society (CAS) was formed
in 1962 ‘to practise and promote the concepts and appreciation of modernism’.30
Langer certainly appreciated their efforts, citing their first exhibition as ‘the most
interesting group exhibition by local painters held so far’.31 Although the follow-
ing year she rated the works as ‘barely average’, she considered Roy Churcher’s
painting to be his best yet: the ‘large abstract “Preconception”, with an impressive
economy of means, has a convincing force; the large forms in tension have a true
livingness.’32 The vocabulary has changed to become charged with art jargon, as
evidenced by phrases such as ‘large forms in tension’ and ‘true livingness’. While
her meaning is not instantly obvious, Langer’s educated artistic discourse could be
understood by the cognoscenti and continued to take her readers on an educational
journey. Consider this excerpt from Langer’s review of the 1969 CAS exhibition:
‘ . . . staggered, outlined modules fly diagonally through the white field and are
intervalled in the right place by one painted dark’.33 Art criticism had come a long
way since Firmin McKinnon declared that the highlights of the 1941 HDGA show
were to be found in the ‘charming needlework pictures and designs of Miss Rosalie
Wilson and the profoundly interesting carvings of Mr L. J. Harvey’.34
One reason for the improvement in art criticism was the increase in popularity of
individual or small-group shows that occurred in the professionally run commercial
galleries. These shows providedmore opportunities for writing and reading reviews,
and gave rise to a new stream of art criticism that developed away from the artists’
group exhibitions. Sidney Nolan, then the enfant terrible of Australian art, initiated
a sequence of reviews that reveal something of Brisbane’s struggle to come to terms
with contemporary art. Nolan’s association with Brisbane started in 1947 when
he worked for a time with the young artists of the Miya Studio. It continued in
1948 with a solo show at the Moreton Galleries and in the annual exhibition
of the Miya Studio. Nolan had been introduced to Brisbane audiences through
Elizabeth Webb’s 1947 critique commending Clive Turnbull’s book, Art here, as
‘a sincere and valuable documentary on Australian art’.35 Webb seemingly agreed
with Turnbull’s assessment of Nolan as ‘one of themost significant of contemporary
artists’ until confronted with his original works at the Moreton Galleries in 1948.36
In that show, she found little to merit Turnbull’s accolade:
The only excuse I can find for Mr Nolan’s blatant extremism and what appears
to me to be deliberate maltreatment of so much useful and hard-to-come-by
building material (all his ‘works’ are on masonite), is the artist’s lack of maturity
. . . These monstrous daubings, particularly those employing the human figure,
which only a child might be forgiven for their lack of coherent design, conformity
and composition, simply defy description . . . They are literally ‘a caricature of
art without the virtue of humour’.37
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Webb’s diatribe does nothing to interpret or clarify the meaning and structure
of the works. Further reports suggest that many people walked in and simply
walked out again, while others ‘mostly young art students — stayed and studied
[the paintings]’.38 Later that same year, Nolan exhibited three works, including a
flower study executed in enamel paints on masonite at the annual exhibition of
the Miya Studio. Nolan was declared to be ‘the most provocative of the modern
group’, but no evidence has been found to suggest that this exhibition was any
more successful financially than previous shows.39
Gertrude Langer’s first opportunity to review a Nolan show came as a result of
his commission for a series of drawings on the theme of drought by the Courier-
Mail.Nolan later worked these drawings up into paintings his last series of paintings
before leaving for England— and the series was shown in Brisbane, Melbourne and
Sydney.40 Langer provides a lengthy (400 words) and substantial explanation of
the show in her review. Arnold Shore, on the other hand, writing for theMelbourne
Argus, provides only a brief eighty-word synopsis of this ‘strangest of art shows’.41
While Shore is writing for an audience already familiar with the work of Nolan
and his contemporaries, Langer explains that ‘it is not often that we see work of
this class in Brisbane’, and uses her review to provide an educative experience for
her audience that will allow them to enjoy the show.42
Nolan is concerned neither with the illusionistic rendering of appearances (a kind
of art seen here ad nauseum [sic]) nor with empty pattern making . . . He grapples
with nature and what we might call nature’s mystery, by way of empathy . . . It
is possible to enjoy for their own sake the fine harmonies composed of subtle
and rare colours and the rhythmic movement in the picture but all the same, it
must not be forgotten that in Nolan’s best work the decorative element remains
subservient to the deeper content.43
Langer was intent on conveying to her audience the quality she saw in Nolan’s
work as he created ‘visual harmonies out of a set of visual experiences’, rather than
correctly rendering appearances. Langer’s review, in contrast to Shore’s, is able to
conjure up a feeling of excitement at being in the presence of fine art, and it was
through reviews such as this that Brisbane patrons began their journey into art with
Gertrude Langer.
The journey was not always smooth, and Langer was often accused by Brisbane
artists of pushing contemporary art to the detriment of traditional styles.44 How-
ever, her review of a Max Ragless exhibition at the Moreton Galleries in 1956
reflects her ability as an art critic who appreciated excellence in art regardless of
the style. Ragless was a South Australian artist who regularly exhibited throughout
Australia, and Langer was impressed:
It is in the oils that Ragless puts himself into the front rank of contemporary
Australian landscape painters. Although there is enough realism to satisfy the
more conventional taste, there is also enough formal abstraction and personal
interpretation to make his work appealing to contemporary demands . . . the
basic structure of the picture is always firmly established.45
Ragless was far from being an experimental modernist like Nolan. However, by
stating that there is ‘enough realism’ and ‘enough formal abstraction and personal
interpretation’, Langer signposts her respect for his creativity and clarifies for her
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readers that this is what art needed to be. Langer’s review of the exhibition included
instructive information for the public that explained what might otherwise have
been considered flaws in the paintings by the uninitiated: ‘canvas exposed to provide
sparkle’ clarifies that this was not unfinished work but was a creative technique
that was done with intent; ‘ridges of paint left by the firm brushstrokes’ were
explained as intentionally creating interesting effects rather than being evidence
of poor technique; and the colours used by Ragless are ‘personal and particularly
fresh’ rather than being dull and mimetic.46 Langer was slowly creating a more
knowledgeably art-aware public that would one day converse about art on a raised
educational level.
With the appointment of Gertrude Langer as the art critic for the Courier-Mail,
Brisbane artists had their work reviewed by a trained art historian for the first time.
Not all enjoyed the experience, and Langer was occasionally accused of bias in
favour of ‘the modern Paris school’.47 Reviews, good and bad, were assiduously
clipped from newspapers and collected by artists and artists’ groups as a validation
of their participation in the Brisbane art system, and as such are a valuable source
of information for filling the gaps in the story of art in Brisbane. Whilst this analysis
of the reviewing system that operated in Brisbane between 1940 and 1970 is not
exhaustive, it suggests that a number of conclusions about local art criticism can
be drawn.
The first conclusion is that in-depth art criticism was not a distinguishing feature
of the Brisbane art system. Although art criticism was readily available in the form
of the newspaper review, until the arrival of Gertrude Langer, art critics were un-
trained in art appreciation, analysis or history, and consequently the early reviewing
system featured highly subjective reviews in which the writers introduced unilat-
eral personal reactions and preference as absolute standards of what constituted
good art. Even with the academic knowledge that Langer brought to art criticism,
she had to contend with the brevity accorded the art review in the newspaper.
Generally, art reviews of the 1950s and 1960s were restricted to between 200 and
300 words to fit the available space on page two.
The second conclusion that may be reached is that art criticism was not a
major influence on the work that artists produced in Brisbane. While some artists
voiced the opinion that, with stronger art criticism, the standards of art in Brisbane
would improve, there is no evidence to suggest that this eventuated, even with the
informed criticisms given by Gertrude Langer.48 It seems that contact with artists
of the calibre of Jon Molvig and Roy Churcher may have achieved greater results
in changing the perception of art for artists in Brisbane. However, through reviews
such as those of the Nolan and Ragless exhibitions, Langer did educate the public
towards an understanding of what contemporary artists were trying to achieve.
The third conclusion that may be reached is that Gertrude Langer’s training in
art history, combined with her first-hand knowledge of European art movements,
gave credibility to her judgements, and although her criticisms were not universally
accepted by Brisbane artists, they nonetheless represent excellent mediations be-
tween progressive and conservative art. While a purpose of art criticism is largely
to educate the perception of the art-viewing public and to encourage their under-
standing of art values, it is also able to focus their attention, and to flesh out the




Through her lectures and intimate knowledge of the European art world,
Gertrude Langer was able to deliver a new way of understanding the intercon-
nectedness of art throughout the ages in Brisbane. However, one critic educated in
art history could not conduct a meaningful debate in isolation. Langer was often a
divisive figure in Brisbane’s community of artists, but the polarity that she created
was an important factor in the progression of art in the city. Langer influenced
the founding of a truly modern artist group and, for the first time, gave Brisbane
quality art criticism that didn’t simply describe the works as they appeared, but
directed the viewer towards that which was worthy of being seen.
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